March 2016

CFI’s Bit!

The coming season
Well, it’s the start of a new year again and a new flying season, so it’s time to begin
planning and setting objectives, otherwise, before you realize it, you will run out of time
and it will be autumn again.
Try to achieve something on every flight; have a plan, get something signed off, claim
something on the A/B leagues. Buy your new maps, update your GPS and Loggers and
check your trailer (and tyres). There’s lots to do, so the sooner you get started the better.
Stay current
For those of you who have not been around over the winter period, take things slowly.
Have as many check rides as you need before you fly solo. If you don’t feel comfortable,
then take another one.
Keep your flying record up to date
One of the things we discuss at our regular instructors’ meetings is the progress each of
you are making as you move through the card system, so can I ask you to keep your
progress updated on your ‘Achievements’ page in the ‘Your Details’ section of the secure
member’s website. My objective is to be able to print off, prior to each meeting, a list of
things that still need signing off on your card. We can then discuss and prepare to do
those checks with you on your next or a subsequent visit, but I can only do that if you
keep your details up to date.
Congratulations to Bob Pettifer, who has been awarded a RAeC Certificate of Merit for
his lifetime involvement in gliding. During this time, he has been Club Chairman and CFI,
Chairman of the BGA Instructors’ Committee and a BGA regional FIE, as well as organising
air experience flying days over a 20 year period for people from the Southport Spinal
Injuries Unit as part of their rehabilitation. Well done Bob and well deserved!
Finally, if there is anything you are not happy about, or you think there is a better way to
do something at our club, then please talk to an instructor or a committee member, or just
grab me.
Let's all have a good safe 2016!
Steve Robinson - CFI

N.B. In the .pdf version of this Newsletter, Internet links are active and can be clicked through - Ed
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Memories of Val Howells
Val joined BFGC about 35 years ago. She lived in Sheffield and,
after a trial flight elsewhere gave our Club a try too. She joined
and managed to come most weekends, leaving her daughter,
Lucy, Friday nights to Sunday, at Granny’s house. Val soon
became a fixture at the club, with her colourful jumpers,
emerald green boots and ginger hair. At the end of all the Flying
Weeks it was party time and always a sing-along with Mike
Brookes on his guitar. Food, fun, games and mischief was
usually had too.
At a New Year's Eve party, held at our house for any members at
a loose end, Val came with a crowd, including Instructor Barry
Purslow. This was to be the start of them being a couple.
Val was a music teacher who also taught
pupils to play the piano. She got a position
at Longridge High School and moved to
Preston when Lucy was 11. This meant
more time with her and less travelling to
the club. Val went solo and eventually bought a B4 from Holland. This
was her 'baby' and she lovingly looked after it. She booked onto John
Williamson's last 10-day course that was held at Lasham Gliding Club
and I volunteered to be retrieve crew. She landed out most days, finally
getting her 50k badge there. After a landing at Popham Airfield, she
went up in a tandem microlight to pass the time while waiting for me.
She also instigated the BFGC Ski Group that went abroad each January.
Barry was a permanent part of her life now. He lived in Warrington and
when Lucy went to Uni, she moved down to be with him. She still gave
piano lessons and had delight in her garden. Still coming up to the
club as often as possible, her eyesight deteriorated and she
Val as rear legs, Mike Brooks as front,
Brian Wooller as pillion, delivering milk
eventually had to give up driving and flying. We still met to have
to tents pitched near the windsock.
days out, but this became more difficult as her sight failed.
Part of the cause of her blindness was Alzheimer's, which put a lot
of work onto Barry. Eventually it became obvious that the best place for her was in care. She
was a resident for 2 years and last Autumn, fell and broke her leg. Her health deteriorated
and she died just before Christmas.
In January, Barry and Lucy held a Humanist celebration of her life in a hall at Altrincham.
Over 100 attended, with a good number from our club, along with friends from her teaching
days and bands she played in. We sang songs she loved, heard stories to curl your toes and
had a good laugh remembering the 'good old
days' when Val was life of the Club, any Club. All
the while, a projector showed photo's of Val's life,
loves and fun.
She was always a member to find work to be
done, or help others when needed, in all kinds of
weather. An ideal Club member and syndicate
partner in her B4 and DG101. We still miss our
original 'strop fairy', who worked in the CFI's
room, making sure that the strops were always
serviceable for flying days.
- Margaret Wooller

Val’s beloved B4, adorned with a washing line and rockets
by club jokers - (She was a ‘Ban the Bomb’ girl.)
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CFI’s Other Bit
Annual checks
It is once again the time of year when we need to do our Annual Checks, which consist of:
GENERAL FLYING CHECK – This can be conducted between 1st Nov. and 30th April each
soaring year.
SPIN CHECK – This can be conducted between 1st Nov. and 31st May each soaring year.
CABLE BREAK CHECK – This can be conducted between 1st Nov. and 31st May each soaring
year.
Remember:
The dates can be extended, at the CFI’s discretion, in the event of unusually poor weather
limiting opportunities for pilots to undertake the tests. However, once the final date has been
reached, pilots with outstanding checks will not be allowed to fly solo until those checks have
been successfully completed. Believe it or not, we still have pilots who have not returned
their annual returns from September 2015 and, as a consequence can not now fly solo until
they have!
DI training for pilots and instructors
Over the next couple of months, we are going to introduce retraining for everyone who
carries out DI’s on club aircraft. As our wooden fleet gets older, it is becoming more
susceptible to problems of age and wear & tear. There are also a number of items that some
people are not checking and should be. Therefore, Ian Ashton and I, plus the inspector team,
have decided that we should retrain everyone to ensure that we are all carrying out DI’s to
the same high standard and so that we are sure that everyone is up to speed with changes
that have been introduced over the last couple of years.
From the 1st May, all instructors (Full and Ass Cats), will be authorized to train and sign off a
pilot to carry out DI’s.
Pilots who currently carry out daily inspections will have to undergo a refresher course before
1st August 2016, otherwise they will lose the privilege of carrying out this vitally important
check. The refresher training will only take a couple of hours and will be done either on nonflying days or when they are needed by individuals and will be completed initially in the
lecture room by any instructor. It is important that once you have completed your refresher,
you have your logbook and flying card endorsed to record the fact. Anyone who has not been
signed off by 1st August 2016 will not be authorized to sign the DI book for any club aircraft.
Book a flying evening
Please try to arrange a ‘friends and family’ evening if you can this year. In order to help us
pay for the new K21 at the end of this year, we are trying to improve our bank balance as
much as we can and this is an excellent way of generating cash and, of course, gaining new
members. Details of available evenings can be accessed on the club website. If anyone has
any other ideas for raising cash, please let me or any committee member know.
Visitors in May from hang gliding club.
On the first May Bank Holiday weekend (29th April to 2nd May), we have agreed to allow the
hang gliding group from Parlick to use our club facilities and camp on the airfield, (at the
entrance on Fiddlers Lane). They will not be flying onto or out of our field and should
therefore not cause any disruption to our operation. There will be a briefing session held
every morning, so that we know about each other’s intentions for the day. Please make them
welcome and take every opportunity to poach
them as new members.
Steve Robinson - CFI
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Reach for the Hill!
I guess, like many little boys, I dreamed of becoming a pilot, growing up watching films such
as “The Dambusters”, “633 Squadron” and “Reach for the Sky”. Ideally I wanted to fly with
my legs intact! Unfortunately, my dream was somewhat shattered when, at the age of 10,
my optician broke the news that I needed glasses - although on the plus side I did discover
that the small dog we had was in fact a cat. However, I thought that had put an end to me
ever flying single seat aircraft.
I changed direction, studied hard and went on
to work, (in the very loosest sense of the
word!) for BAe Systems, working closely with
Hawk, Tornado, Typhoon and other more
advanced aircraft. This was close to my dream
but not close enough. During this time, I
managed to fly a few times in single-engine
aircraft and helicopters, but it just never
seemed as exciting as I wished it would be.
Thus, without the large funds necessary to
obtain a PPL, I resigned myself to the fact that
flying would just never be possible.
About 18 months ago, I saw a programme on
the TV which featured a glider. As ever, the
fact that it was an aircraft caught my eye and
quite glibly I said to my wife, “I wouldn’t mind
trying that” and then carried on without a second thought. The following birthday, I received
a gliding voucher and looked for my nearest gliding club. I found BFGC. I booked my trial
flight and kept my fingers crossed that the weather would be good enough on that day something that would soon become habit! The day came soon enough and my family and I
made our way to Chipping. In the literature, I was advised to dress as if for hiking. Had I
read the literature more closely, I would have noticed that the words, “in the Himalayas!”
were also faintly visible. After the safety briefing, we made our way over to the launch point,
which appeared to be a small van with a few chairs outside in the sunshine - (not a regular
visitor to Chipping, sunshine, not chairs!), the DP van apparently!
I waited patiently for my turn to come, chatting to the many pilots around, who seemed very
different from the fighter “flyboys” I had come into contact with whilst at BAe. More like the
test pilots I had encountered; calm, relaxed but controlled, albeit with a thermos flask. Then
it was my turn to get into the front seat of the K21!
Two things struck me about being in a glider - how small it was and how small it was! Also,
how much canopy there was to look out of. I felt very exposed and claustrophobic especially
once strapped in with the canopy closed. I was absolutely terrified! Strange as it may sound
for one who loves flying and mountain walking, I’m often not good with heights. I wasn’t too
sure how I was going to react to this! My instructor for the day was Reg and he was
fantastically reassuring, although after the words, “In the event of a launch failure …” I think
my nerves increased exponentially!
I had watched previous gliders launch and I had taken note of the time between “Take up
slack” and “All out,” so knew roughly when the launch would commence, but even so I was
not prepared for the speed and intensity of it. All too soon we reached the top of the launch
and released the cable. It was at this point I realised that this is how I wanted to fly from
now on; the peace, the silence, the view, the oneness with the elements and the teamwork
and community involved in getting me there. I felt at home. My original view of gliding as
slow, boring and engineless tedium was now a distant memory and I was hooked.
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I had been very lucky. It had been a beautiful August day with plenty of ridge lift; little did I
know that this was not always the case. I joined as a full member in November, possibly
not the best time to gain a lot of flying time, but certainly the best time to understand just
exactly how many layers of clothing you need - currently, I think six, but it may well be
more. Warm gloves are also a necessity and a hat. Forget how silly you may look, make
sure you have a hat!
Quite simply, I look forward to getting up early on a dark, cold Sunday morning to stand in
a muddy, wet field with the thoughts of Da Vinci, that are on the wall in the club house,
going through my mind;
“Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes
turned skyward, for there you have been and there you will always
long to return.”
And I am massively grateful to the club members, helpers and everyone involved in helping
me to achieve a lifelong dream. It’s not just about helping me to fly. It’s much more. What
is more, I’m told I may even be able to herd sheep later this year!
- Craig Marsden

Quiz Time!

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I was at the club the other
week and took a few
photographs around the
clubhouse and workshop.
I have sorted out a few of
the more unusual views of
familiar objects to make
up a short quiz.
-Marjorie Morris

(So, here’s a little something to keep your brain warm at night! Thank you Marjorie for
thinking of us and sending them in. For those that stump you, answers will be provided in
the next issue - Ed.)
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Scene from Above

Looking towards Morecambe Bay across the Bowland Fells on a beautiful flying day in early March - It’ll soon be summer!

A Sense of History

WINCH LAUNCHING A HEINKEL He111 FROM LE BOURGET AERODROME
The crew had practised take offs using the catapult start facility installed at Le Bourget on an
unloaded Heinkel He111 with 600 feet of cable being let out from the drum. The aircraft was
airborne after travelling 300 feet and was at a height of 150 feet by the time it passed over
the winch. The effect of this rapid acceleration on the crew was substantial, with one of the
crew suffering considerable pain. Aircraft taking off with a 2,500 kg 'Max' bomb on board have
not yet used the catapult start but need the full length of the runway to get airborne, although
only experienced crews are detailed to carry such a bomb.
The catapult start consisted of a 6,500 h.p.
Maybach engine which stood on the ground
under a housing ten feet high. The engine
drove, probably through a flywheel and a
clutch, a cone shaped drum on which a cable
was wound. About 200/250 yards of cable was
unwound from the drum and the end attached
to a hook at the nose of the aircraft. The tail
of the aircraft was held back by a second cable
which was considerably thinner. When
preparing for the start, the engines of the
aircraft were opened up fully, the aircraft being held back by the tail cable. The clutch of the
Maybach engine was then engaged by a man standing by the engine housing and the tension
of the retaining cable overcome. Owing to the cone shape of the drum, the speed at which the
cable was wound in became progressively faster.
(I wish I’d seen that - Sounds amazing! - Thanks to Ged Terry for finding this for us - Ed.)
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WHERE did you say
you'd parked the tractor Lewis?

No question about it - that tractor’s going nowhere!

So, there was Lewis the other Sunday, being helpful and doing one of the many jobs that
keep the airfield running, transporting stone for ground repairs. Unfortunately, the airfield’s
resident tar pit had other ideas and before he knew what was happening, the tractor sank up
to its axles in clinging mud and refused to carry on. That was when Lewis made his biggest
mistake. He went to ask Frank Gill for help! Full of his customary zeal, Frank leapt to the
controls of the club JCB digger and set off to rescue the hapless tractor. With finely-honed
skill and dexterity, it took Frank only minutes to ensure that the JCB was also irretrievably
trapped in the mud, which meant that Dean then had to spend an hour and a half rescuing
the digger by what is called "walking it out on the buckets”. Frank made amends however,
by spending a large part of his Monday helping Geoff to finally free the tractor.

Walking the digger out on the buckets.

And the Somme-like aftermath!

I know only too well how they all feel! I recently arrived at the airfield late one Thursday
evening, towing my glider back from its ARC. Delays on the motorway meant it was pitch
dark by the time I arrived and, of course, there was not a soul around. Not a good time
then to decide to take a shortcut onto the trailer park, in a front-wheel drive Renault. In
seconds, the wheels were spinning and I was going nowhere. With only a key-ring torch to
help me and wearing my everyday clothes and shoes, I waded off into the mud and
darkness to try to find a way to free myself. First, I tried hammering some planks I’d found
under the front tyres. The mud was so slippery that the planks shot under the wheels and
out the back without the car moving an inch! I gave that up and eventually managed to
find a wheelbarrow and spade and started ferrying stone across the airfield to shovel under
my tyres until I finally escaped, 2 hours later, exhausted and muddied up to the eyeballs!
The air was blue and my clothes and car were mostly a very dark brown! I spent the best
part of the next day clearing up the mess! Roll on the summer - please! (Ed.)
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Winch Things
The standby winch now has its top on
again, so the more delicate among you
can look at it without embarrassment
and the lovely creature can hold its head
high.
There has been a noteworthy incident at
another club, which should remind us all
to remain vigilant when flying operations
are taking place and, in particular, when
winch launching. The sequence of events
were roughly as follows.
The glider was attached to the cable. We
assume the area was checked for traffic
and the launch marshal gave “Take Up
Slack”. The signaller inadvertently
pushed the wrong button and gave an
“All Out” signal. The winch driver
complied with the “All Out”
Fortunately, there was little or no slack in the cable, so the pilot did not get his/her neck
broken by the sudden acceleration and the glider did actually take off.
At some point during this short period, helpful and well-meaning onlookers shouted “Stop.”
The signaller passed on this signal and the winch driver complied. This resulted in a very
nasty, very low launch failure. (No surprise there!) Happily, a safe landing was executed
and no damage done. It could so easily have been very different.
Although, to my knowledge, we have never had an incident of this type at BFGC (so far),
this type of thing is fairly typical of human frailty, so it behoves us all to try to maintain
brain function.
In an attempt to avoid any such foolishness in future, I now require all winch drivers to
disregard “ALL OUT” signals unless and until a prior “TAKE UP SLACK” has been received.
(Winch trainers please take note).
Happy flying to all.
John Harter - Winchmaster

I bet that’s a
relief!
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Club Weeks
We have a number of club dates for your diary this year. Club weeks are given below and
are also written up on the notice board in the clubhouse. As usual, we reserve these weeks
just for club members, so no visitors or cold callers are encouraged. This is an opportunity
for you to do your own thing, whether that is flying locally or cross country, converting to a
new type, or having a specific bit of training with an instructor. However, it will only happen
if we have enough people to operate. We don’t roster duty crews for these days. We rely
on ourselves to help out where and when we need to, so please come along and fly, but
also be prepared to help out.
25th - 28th March - Easter Weekend
2nd - 6th May - Club Week
4th May - Start of Wednesday / Friday evening flying
28th 29th & 30th May - Mini Comp Weekend
30th May - 3rd June Club Week
29th August - 2nd September Club Week
In addition to these, we are hoping to organise :
An Ab Initio Week
and a Bronze week
Keep an eye on the notice board and the Club website for updates.

All-Round Vision!
No, your eyes are not deceiving you.
The bloke in the back of this glider is
facing the tail.
Apparently, the Vintage Gliding Club
have been concerned about the
pressure on its members to fit Flarm, as
they feel that adding modern electronics
will spoil the authenticity of these
veteran aircraft. They have been
looking at alternatives that will be more
in keeping with the aims of the club.
The picture on the left shows a proposed
360° collision avoidance system which
has shown great promise. They are
now working out how to adapt the idea
for single seaters.
Actually, it was Steve Nichols who spotted this picture the other week and sent it in. He
added: “This is the actual glider that I flew on my first solo in 1974 at RAF Burtonwood. As I
recall, the instructors usually faced the right way! Sadly, the glider is now apparently in
storage in a hangar somewhere in Belgium.” Thanks for sharing Steve!
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Ged’s Gems!
This month, Ged has come up with yet another selection of aviation-related tit-bits for
us. Thank you once again Ged!.

An instructor knocked on the pearly gate,
His face was scared and cold.
He stood before the wall of fate,
For admission to the fold.
"What have you done?" St Peter asked,
"To gain admission here?"
"A flying instructor, sir," he said,
"For many and many a year."
The pearly gate swung open wide St. Peter punched the bell.
"Come in and choose a harp, young man,
You've had your share of hell."

P1

Fort Wayne Approach: “NXXX, switch to Tower on 119.1.”
NXXX: “Switching to Tower on 119.1.”
NXXX: “Fort Wayne Tower, this is NXXX with you.”
Fort Wayne Approach: “NXXX, you are still on the approach frequency.”
NXXX: “I was just practising.”

“Lady, you want me to
answer you if this old
airplane is safe to fly? Just
how in the world do you
think it got to be this old?”

Maybe the bloke in the middle has the right idea!
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Safety Matters
While many of us have maintained some currency over the winter, we will not be as
proficient as we were at the end of the Summer. While we’re getting back up to speed,
some extra care is a good idea. As an incentive, please use the link below to access and
read the latest BGA Accident Review, that for 2015.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/accident-and-incident-summaries/2015-accidentreview/.
One other thing. When safety@bfgc.co.uk became available for reporting incidents, we
received a steady stream in the first year and about half as many in the following year.
Perhaps the system worked and
publicising incidents reduced their
frequency. Let’s hope so! However, if
you become aware of any safety issue
we would all benefit from hearing about,
please email me.
And the last. Duty Managers please
keep logging launch failures caused by
new breaks or failed repairs. Remember,
we just want date, runway (12/30),
Parlick or Beacon, new break or repair
failure. Don’t bother with broken weak
links.
Happy Landings!
Trevor Tutthill - Safety Officer
(Please note that a copy of this Accident Review pamphlet is now also available for download from the Members area
of the BFGC club website - Ed.)

Lookout!

FLARM use is now gathering pace, with more and more gliders being fitted out
with it, both on and off our site. So if you currently don’t have Flarm fitted,
give it some serious thought.
It’s the only thing that can spot another glider/aircraft other than your own
eyes and if they are looking elsewhere, then it will give you an opportunity to
miss the collision.
Remember the historic visit by the Vulcan bomber XH558 early last year? Well, had it not
been fitted with Flarm, then we may have had a collision between it and JLO, but because
both were alerted to each other’s presence, we can laugh about it today. If you think I am
exaggerating about how close they got, then ask Henry to describe the situation to you.
Also, we now call Warton ATC as well as Blackpool before we fly at Chipping. Without
hesitation, Warton immediately set up ‘Spot the Glider’ in their control room, to ensure that
they know where we are at all times when they are operating. So why not give them a call
when you are near their MATZ, just to say hello and alert them to your situational
presence? You may be surprised by the polite and welcoming reply that you will get from
them. I have also invited all the ATC’s at Warton to visit and fly with us at CHP during late
spring, so that they understand our needs and how we operate. I will let you all know when
they will be around, so that you can meet and talk with them.
Steve Robinson - CFI
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The Windsock Saga
Those of you who, like me, have been concerned about the
dilapidated state of the DP van windsock, will be thrilled to
note that it has recently been replaced by
a brand new one. As you can see on the
left, it now looks resplendent and “proper”.
Unfortunately, it was found to be faulty!
When towed up the field, the wind caught
it and blew it right out of shape, as you
can see on the right. The Safety Officer
has promised to effect a repair. (He
thinks he can succeed if he sews up the
end). Let’s hope he’s successful. - Ed.

BFGC in Wartime
Mud was a constant problem for winter operations ...

WHERE did you say
you’d parked the
spitfire Lewis?

I’ll go and get
the digger!

Oops!
All the way down, Pilot Officer
Edwards was going over his
field landing checks, frantically
trying to remember - “Now let’s
see, ‘SOS, SOS’. That’s Size,
Orientation, Slope, Stock,
Obstructions ... Now, what was
the last one? ...”
It was as his wheels touched
that it finally came to him - “It
was Surface! - Of course!
Surface! - Damn!!”
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Crosswind Landings

I’ll go and get
the digger!

Some pilots got so used to constantly landing in a crosswind over the winter, that when the wind
finally blew straight down the field, confusion set in!

Blackpool Aviation Museum

The group behind the Fylde Coast Museum of Aviation
and Aircraft Manufacturing have recently thrown open
the doors of Hangar 42 at Blackpool airport for three
successful open days, to let people have a look at the
early work being carried out there. They are also
currently using their Spitfire aircraft to raise funds for
the project to bring about some ambitious plans to
make it a top national attraction.
John Coombes, from the Lytham St Annes Spitfire
Display Team said, “We have got our two Spitfires in
there at the moment and our military vehicles. Our
Hurricane is being refurbished.” He said the group
also had plans to recover and refurbish a Wellington bomber, one of those built at the
former aircraft factory at Squires Gate, as well as a plan to create a Spitfire flight simulator
at the attraction.
He said. “It would be installed into a full-size replica Spitfire cockpit and people could see
what it was like to fly a fighter in the Battle of Britain. That would be very exciting”.
“At the moment we are still working on the building but need volunteers to help with that
and refurbishment projects. This is a real volunteers’ effort. A community project. We
have got some young people from Blackpool and The Fylde College coming to us who are
studying aero engineering to work on our full sized aircraft. The main thing is to get the
building into shape so we can open as a proper visitor attraction”.
(Thanks to Ged for finding this. We wish them every success with their project and look forward to
visiting. - Ed)
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Holiday Time!

Who would have ever thought it? - Apparently, Stella has a Bucket List! And Frank, being
the generous kind of bloke he is, has been doing all he can to make sure that she gets to
tick all her boxes! A big thank you to them both, for sharing this photo from their New
Year’s holiday in Norway, where they visited Europe’s only Centre for Canine Aviation
Experiences and Stella finally got to do her longed-for HALO sky-dive.
Stella thought she was in puppy heaven when, on top of the tandem sky-dive, she also
finally got to fly in a two-seat glider with Frank, instead of being tied to a DP van while he
disappeared into the blue. No whining and whimpering this flight! - just a daft grin, a
lolling tongue and a cold wet nose - (Stella enjoyed it too!)
Frank has sent me a number of photos of Stella and himself as they work their way through
the list and we may get the chance to come back to one or two of them in future issues.
(He actually gave me a picture for this edition from Stella’s recent ‘Surfing Safari’ in
Cornwall, but I felt the world just wasn’t ready for Frank in Speedos!) - Ed.

Quick Quote!

“The Guide says there is an art to flying", said Ford, "or rather a knack. The knack lies in
learning how to throw yourself at the ground and miss.”
- Douglas Adams, Life, the Universe and Everything

Editor’s Endbit

And so ends the March 2016 edition of the BFGC newsletter! - (Soon be Summer!) I hope
you enjoyed reading it. As usual, thank you to all the contributors for their articles. If
you haven’t contributed anything to this issue, please get ready to put something together
for the next time. We’d all love to hear from you. The deadline date for the next issue will
be Sunday 5th June and I look forward to receiving your contributions. As always, you
don’t have to wait until then. Send me your submissions at any time and I’ll keep them
safe until the next deadline. Please send all copy to soaringkeith@gmail.com
Keith Clarke - Editor

